
Astronomical Factors Driving
Climate Cycles

In the climate debate, much ado
has been made of natural climate

cycles, but little has been said
about what those natural factors

are that affect climate.
They’re all astronomically based.



• We know climate has changed over the
millennia, following natural cycles.

• Ice ages occur roughly every 250 million
years, and glaciers come and go during that
period.

• What exactly drives the natural glacial cycles

• The causes are all astronomical.



Step 1 - Understand the reasons
for the seasons. The tilt of the axis,
not distance is the critical factor



Milankovitch Cycles
•Shape of Orbit - 100,000 years

•Tilt of Earth’s axis - 42,000 years

•Precession - 26,000 years

Theory first proposed 1920 by a Yugoslavian meteorologist
 Milutin Milankovitch 



What did Milankovitch’s hypothesis predict?

What do the geologic records show happened?
Measured from fossils in seabed sediment layers

<-End of the last Ice Age



Earth’s tilt changes in a 42,000 year cycle



Orbit today - we are closest to Sun in January 
During northern hemisphere winter.
Winters aren’t as severe as they were 13,000 yrs.
Ago when we were closest to Sun in July

<-Earth’s position in January<-Earth’s position in July



Very elliptical orbit



Circular orbit



Precession - a 26,000 year cycle
Determines in which part of the orbit we have summer
Currently summer occurs when the northern hemisphere is furthest



Sunspots



•Roughly follow an
11 year cycle
•Just finished an
extended minimum
•Sunspots for the
next cycle have
returned.





 How magnetic storms affect Earth
•Shutdown radio signals and communications, including
GPS

– Ice cores show evidence that magnetic storms of
similar intensity recur at an average rate of
approximately once per 500 years. Since 1859, less
severe storms have occurred in 1921 and 1960, when
widespread radio disruption was reported.

•Disrupt satellites and electrical power
– In 1989, an electromagnetic storm disrupted power
throughout most of Quebec and caused auroras as far
south as Texas.

•Intense solar flares can cause radiation poisoning



Storms in the North Atlantic & Sunspots



Temperature,
CO2 & Sea
Level Follow
the same
pattern as
Sunspots



Except for the last 50 years……..



Total Solar Irradiance
• A measure of how much of the Sun’s energy

reaches Earth on a given day
• TSI and global temperatures followed similar

trajectories prior to the 1970s, but have
diverged significantly since then

• Trends in sunspot counts tend to roughly
correlate with TSI

• Although we don’t have TSI data for before
1975, we have sunspot data for 100’s of
years, so we can calculate TSI data from
these sunspot numbers.





Solid black line indicates the sun’s output (TSI)
Red line - global temperature anomaly 

GISS - Goddard Institute for Space Studies



Cosmic Rays
• High energy particles generated by various

events such as supernovas explosions
• Solar activity protects the Earth from cosmic

rays
• Slight positive trend in cosmic rays, as well as

increasing temperatures
• Absence of any negative trend suggests that

cosmic rays are not responsible for
temperature increases.



Yellow line is Cosmic Ray flux for last 30 years
Doesn’t show any connection to temperature



What’s it look like when we put it all together?



⇤Sunspot Number

Climax cosmic ray
neutron counts

TSI - Total Solar
Irradiance

Earth’s Surface
Air Temperature

Solar Magnetic output

We’re at the top of
the curve and
temperatures from
these factors
should be level or
dropping very
slightly, as should
CO2 levels



So what’s actually happening to CO2 levels?
From the top of Mauna Loa we can get the best data.



Data from Mauna Loa is detailed enough to see seasonal
variations in the concentration of atmospheric CO2

unperturbed by the “noise” of point sources.



• Annual rise of CO2 equates to an additional
.03 watts/meter absorbed every year =
.21watts/meter every 7 years.

• The sum of all astronomical factors (long term
+ short term), most extreme case is .2
watts/meter

• So each and every 7 years, the rising CO2
alone leaps over the total effect of all
astronomical factors

• Whatever’s causing the temperature rise, it
can not be attributed to natural,
astronomically driven, climate cycles



How big are these astronomical
factors compared to all of the other
factors which affect climate?
Answer: pretty small



How or where
else can we test
these theories?

On Venus, where a
runaway
greenhouse effect
was first discovered
by
Dr. James Hansen
of NASA in the late
1970s


